MALMO QUAY
ARCHITECTURAL
COMPETITION

We have looked for imaginative ideas that
combine the character of the Quayside with the
creativity of the Ouseburn Valley. We invited nine world class
architectural firms to submit their designs and have selected Mikhail
Riches as the architect for site 1, and three practices to work up
schemes for site 2.

MALMO QUAY: SITE 1 SUBMISSIONS
Quayside Journey 1

Plus 3

However, this is not intended to be a pastiche of an industrial
building, and so the surface treatment of both walls and roofs
are considered as a single homogenous surface, rendering
the building with a sculptural quality. This singular material is a
clay brick tile, hung from timber battens and used on walls and
roofs alike, as shown in the photographs below. This has the
added advantage of being more lightweight than conventional
brickwork, thus making a more economical proposition on a
cantilevered building.
The arches vary between single and double height. In the
double height condition, they are tied at first floor level with a
deep, inverted steel cross member, which can also serve as a
balcony for the first floor apartments.
The live/work shopfronts face onto the quayside as well as into
the courtyard and could provide complimentary uses to the bike
hub on site 2, for example, an independent bike workshop or a
microbrewery to provide refreshments at the end of a hard days
cycling!

Quayside Journey 2

The twin ridged shed building cantilevered out across the
quayside references the industrial iconography of dockside
buildings and, as such, is built from materials reminiscent of
such typologies; brick and steel.
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Reflections of Heritage

Quayside Journey 4

Metropolitan
Workshop
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Mikhail Riches

Scheme Overview

Views from Within

25.5m

The Pillar Warehouse, Gloucester, 1849.
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A Place of Prominence
Malmo Quay sits on the apex of the curve in the Tyne as it
meets the Ouseburn. This prominent position offers fantastic
views back towards the city and the cultural landmarks of the
Baltic Mill and the Sage Centre as well as the layered loops of
the bridges crossing the river.
Any building proposal for this site needs to be mindful of
views across the site, as well as views from the site. The
new buildings proposed for sites 2a, 2b and 2c, will create an
animated place of activity and interest, which will be visible from
other areas, such as Spillers Quay and the Free Trade Inn.
Bearing this in mind, our proposal has been designed to not
try and compete with this visual activity, but to act as more of
a calm back-drop to the newly revitalized quayside, the supergraphics on the roof of the building acting as a permanent
advertising hoarding for the activities on Malmo Quay. At four
storeys, the massing of the proposal for site 1/1a appears
comfortable with its immediate neighbours and in the context of
the city.

Malmo Quay seen from the footbridge - the surrounding
building massing is generally low-rise.
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View from Garden to Courtyard

View from Courtyard

Material Precedents

Garden

1 Bed Flat

2 Bed Townhouse

3 Bed Townhouse

2 x 2 Bed Tyneside Flat

Section Looking North

Malmo Quay
Malmo Quay

Looking across Malmo Quay from the steps to the Free
Trade Inn. The view along the Tyne is respected and the
new low profile buildings create foreground animation.
Malmo Quay

South Elevation

Industrious Architecture
The new building consists of a series of live/work units formed
around a two storey courtyard space, which doubles as a
market square and surface car park.
The ground floor of the live/work units are vaulted arch
workshop spaces with doors on both sides, opening into the
market square as well as the street outside. This creates a
free-flowing space allowing members of the public to enter the
shop/studio/workshop on the street side and then amble into
the quieter courtyard. The area of undercroft car parking within
the courtyard can double as a covered market space for stalls,
providing shelter from the rain.
These dual aspect live/work units provide a semi-active
frontage to all sides of the development and offer a type of
accommodation that may appeal to the demographic of the
Ouseburn Valley. It seems unlikely that a conventional retail
or commercial space of comparable size would be a viable
proposition in this location, however, the proximity of creative
industries, urban farmers and grow-your-own’ers may provide
the catalyst for a new, independent quayside market.

MALMO QUAY: SITE 2 SUBMISSIONS
The courtyard - the central tree creates a focal point to the
space with market stalls in the undercroft. A mural on the back
walls of the undercroft enlivens the character.

The arches of Walker Road

The steps up to the Free Trade Inn
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View east along quay promenade

SITE 2A - THE TWO BARNS
A new café and restaurant for Malmo Quay
AWP office for territoriAl reconfigurAtion / site 2 : mAlmo quAy, ouseburn vAlley, neWcAstle uPon tyne

View from the Free Trade Inn

Site plan 1:500
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Imagine walking into a building that feels at first somehow familiar; a barn
aesthetic evoking the historical industrial references of the past, whilst at the
same time re-imagined in a contemporary way reflecting the area’s emerging
character as an urban residential neighbourhood with a rich and varied social,
cultural and creative identity.

Mawson Kerr

Konishi Gaffney

We have come up with a concept for a new restaurant building comprising of
two barn-shaped buildings (Big Barn and Little Barn), separated by a Panorama
Deck in the middle. Each of the three building elements are rotated in plan,
carefully positioned to frame the views out to the river and over to the bridges
and famous landmarks of Newcastle beyond.
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Little Barn sits at ground level and acts as the main welcoming space, the
reception and a more intimate bar café operation with direct access to a
covered outdoor terrace. A full-height picture window frames the views across
the river.
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Both the Panorama Deck and Big Barn are raised up by one level which not
only allows for a direct line of access and open sightlines across the site, but
also creates a covered space at ground level.
They house the restaurant, each featuring large picture windows framing the
views.
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The reveals of the central picture window have been angled in slightly and are
to be clad in a mirror finish material which will capture wonderful reflections of
the water and the sky above, so that whilst you are dining you can take in
the atmosphere of the surroundings and catch reflections of the views in the
reveals.
The barn-shaped profile of Big Barn extends out at the front to create an
external viewing deck.
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Interior view of Little Barn

So there will be no bad tables in this restaurant; each table will have a lovely
view.
There will also be access onto the roof terrace above the Panoramic Deck,
capturing spectacular views across the site and over the River Tyne.
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The structure of the building will be a steel frame, with big barn and the
panoramic deck supported on a number of thin pilotti columns. We envisage
the cladding to be dark timber with the interior and any cut outs to be white.

Perspective view from entrance

Interior view of Big Barn

The building is to be clad in dark timber strip
panelling with all cut outs, recesses and interior
finishes to be white
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East elevation

North elevation

West elevation

South elevation

SITE 2A - BOARD I
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Birds Eye View of Monthly Food Festival

Featherstone Young

magma architecture

Historic map of the Quay with trainlines and tracks coming into the site

valley

Tour De North East?

Tall Ships Festival

Ouseburn Festival Parade

Historic precedent: Ouseburn topography
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level changes
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Local precedent: Brick infills
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Local precedent: Brick infill

VIEW FROM FREE TRADE INN

View from South

Local precedent: Arches
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2F Plan
= 4 x 2bed + 2 x 1bed

KEY:
1.living / dining / kitchen
2.bathroom
3.bedroom
1bed
2bed
3bed
terrace
circulation
car parking
bins / bike
store
commercial

3F Plan
= 3x2bed + 1x1bed

2 bed apartments approx 70-74
sqm GIA
1 bed apartments approx 45-50
sqm GIA
Car parking for 18 (15 under apartments at ground floor, 3 off street)
Cycle store and bin store indicated
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Option 1.
Mix 18 units
12 x2 bed = 67%
5 x 1bed = 27%
1 x 3bed = 6%
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Material precedent:
Cheat, material pretending to
be brick
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Option 2.
Mix 17 units
12x2bed = 70%
4x1bed = 23%
1x3bed = 7%
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Total number of apartments 16-18
with following mix options:

Option 3.
Mix 16 units
12x2bed = 75%
4x1bed = 25%
0x3bed = 0%

View from North East showing
proposal within overall context

4F Plan
= 1 x 3bed
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Material precedent:
Brickwork
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GF Plan
=car parking & commercial

Material precedent: Folding green roof by
Featherstone Young

1F Plan
= 5 x 2bed + 2 x 1bed

south sun

courtyard garden

Ouse

Tyne

2

Section to show spiralling green roofs, views, light and protective / private courtyard

SITE 2B
RESIDENTIAL

Concept:
• Capture character of Ouse: pitched roofs, green
fields, brick, arches
• Maximize height on back of site where out of
key views from pub and millennium bridge, and
where river wall structure less vulnerable and
sewers etc diverted.
• Height makes malmo visible over glasshouse
bridge and acts as marker and link to ouseburn
valley
• Comfort zone: good sun, privacy for public
spaces, buffer to square..

‘Room with a view’ - View from appartment block

Features:
•16-18 apartments over 5 floors dependent upon number of floors and preferred mix.• All living dining kitchen have double aspect
• Brief for 3 storey building arranged over 1 to 4 storeys with a spiraling form down to south allowing south sun and river views to
all flats (80% flats to both rivers)
• Green roofs attractive outlook and biodiversity
• Raised semi private courtyard garden, quiet, privacy, green
• Brief for 3 storey building arranged over 1 to 4 storeys allowing
• 2 x stair/lift cores
• Entry from square, street and courtyard garden
• Car-parking linked to stair/lift cores
• cantilever part of building over quay side to maximize floor area, and acknowledging that the quayside walk may be more subsidiary and private at this point as main cycle and pedestrian routes diverted across public square

Malmo Quay - FEATHERSTONE YOUNG

